The Anniversary Exhibition

A Retrospect and a Cordial Invitation to Old-Time Patrons and New Comers

The Great House of Chickering has sent five special exhibit designs. Each a different period plan. Several have been displayed in the large Seattle and Portland show windows. Others in smaller show rooms.

The Chickering is the Nation's oldest establishment and most highly honored pieces. To judge what may be claimed elsewhere, the Chickering is true to the traditions of the Nation's best. The name of quality every man or woman associated in educational, musical, social, professional, commercial, political, manufacturing, industrial or recreational affairs in the Pacific Northwest will be found new among the list of observers of chickering grand pianos and uprights.

Chickerd: Frankly player pianos from the house of Chickering.

The Great House of Schimmel, and Steinway and Boucher of New York, have each sent numerous specimens of their greatest achievement, beautiful instruments never shown before.

The National's Greatest Musical Instrument Museum, the Embalished of Chicago, have contributed a superb collection of baby grands and the new Kaschel Brothers grand pianos and also several piano organs will be shown.

The New American Singer Works of Stenger, Illinois, the intense establishment of Smith, Barnes, and Company of Chicago and Milwaukee, and the remaining branch of Chicago and their attendant fans. In addition to the finest of the Chicago establishments have been made in the last fifty years, or more. All these and many more are representative of the highest standards of craftsmanship. Our Own Made, the Truly Exquisite Eilers Orchestral and the Eilers Baritone Organ.

PLAY TO BE FACTOR

Plan for School Term is Outlined by Mr. Rigler.

TEACHERS TO SPECIALIZE

Main Feature of Modern Idea is to Have All Teachers Participate Instead of Few Taking Post White Teacher from Los Angeles.

REPORO ON GLASS READY

Special Agreement Made to Call Scientists to Seattle.

Eilers, of Portland, Oregon, Have Been Awarded the Right to the International Congress of Optical Science, Industry, and Commerce, held in Chicago, to exhibit their latest inventions in the field of the optical sciences and industrial practice. This is the first time the Eilers firm has been awarded this honor.

THE EILERS BIRTHDAY CAKE

DON, 40 Stores; in Every Pacific Coast City

15th Birthday of Eilers

1899 -
One Store
107 First Street
Portland, Oregon

CROWNING ANNIVERSARY

Our Fifteenth Birthday, 1st Twenty Four Hours

Get My Free Book on the Eyes

This great book, "How to Train the Eyes to Read," tells you how thousands of sufferers have been cured of Carotids, Grannular Lids, Eye Strain, Ulcers and Inflammations, Cross Eyed, Astigmatism and many other diseases of the eye without the use of the knife.

SAY "YES, SEND IT FREE"

Chamberlain at Dinner

Oregon Senator Present at California Dinner.

Writing a few days ago, the Oregon Senator, Mr. Chamberlain, said:

"I am in the habit of spending a month or more every year on the West Coast, and I find that Oregon is doing a splendid job of constructive work. The young men of Oregon are looking forward to a great future, and I am confident that they will make it a reality."